A PLAN FOR THE REORGANIZATION OF CRIMINAL STATISTICS IN THE UNITED STATES.
Louis N. RoBxisoN.'
Before submitting a plan for the reorganization of criminal statistics in the United States, I wish to present briefly the facts of the present situation.
The Federal Census Bureau has recently changed its plan of collecting criminal statistics. It will be remembered that prior to the last census such criminal statistics as it obtained were mostly gathered at the time of the regular population enumeration, and related mainly to persons confined in penal and correctional institutions on a certain day of the year. The limiting in 1900 of the decennial work to four main lines of inquiry made necessary a change in the manner of collecting criminal statistics. In 1903 schedules were sent out to the keepers of jails, penitentiaries and reformatories, and this time the emphasis was laid upon commitments during the calendar year. The intention is, I believe, to pursue the same policy in the future. The next report of this nature would then appear some time after the main work of the 1910 census is completed. The Census Bureau has also made a beginning toward the collection of judicial criminal statistics. Certain counties in various states have been selected and clerks from the census office sent there to fill out prepared schedules by reference to the criminal dockets. The first report will be for 1906. What plans for the future of this work are being contemplated I am unable to say.
Many of the states have collected judicial criminal statistics, a very few prison criminal statistics, and some statistics of prisoners. The following table will give some idea of the nature and extent of this work of the states:
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This article is the final chapter of a thesis submitted to the faculty of Cornell University in partial fulfilment of the requirements for the degree of doctor of philosophy, and is printed here with the consent of the committee of that faculty. The character of the statistics in each state has been noted in earlier parts of this work. It is sufficient here to state that the statistics are, from the point of view of a student of criminology, almost without exception worthless. The reasons for this state of affairs are, broadly speaking, four. It must be remembered that the states have had a double purpose in view in the collection of these statistics. They were intended to furnish information for administrative purposes, as well as to give an 'index of the nature and extent of criminality in the community. If anything, the administrative purpose was less evident in the judicial criminal statistics than in the others. But these judicial. criminal statistics enabled the state authorities to gain an oversight of the work of the courts and the attorneys, though the compilation and analysis seems quite generally to have been made with the sociological idea uppermost. Likewise, the prison criminal statistics and statistics of prisoners were intended to afford information to the state officers, or to state boards, of the needs of .prisons, jails and reformatories for money, buildings, etc., as well-as giving information on the state of criminality within that territory. As the first reason, then, for the poor quality of' the state criminal statistics I would give the presence of two purposes in the collection and the nonrecognition of the fact that this circumstance rendered necessary a plan of procedure somewhat different from that which would be required where the success of but one purpose was sought.
A second cause may be found in the ignorance on the part of those charged with the collection and analysis of the statistics of the principles and methods of statistical science. This ignorance is excusable, since until recently very little opportunity for training along these lines existed in this country.
2 A proper understanding of the task before them would have made possible the elimination of many errors which cannot at this late date be rectified. The attitude of officials may be given as a third cause. The work has been done, as so much official work is often done, not so much for the sake of obtainiiig trustworthy and valuable results as to carry out the letter of the law. This has resulted in a lax enforcement of the law and incomplete returns. A fourth cause is to be traced to the presence of the spoils system in the appointment of the members, or of the secretaries of the state 'It is a fact that a large part of the statistical work done to-day by social workers is scarcely worthy of the name. A careful study of the statistical papers of the Pittsburg Survey will make this plain. boards of charities. These positions often mean a comfortable berth for the hangers-on of the party in power, the positiot of secretary, at least, generally carrying with it a fair salary.
This, then, is the situation, and without some change in the present organization there can be little hope of improvement for some time to come. What is needed, if this country is to have criminal statistics -comparable in value to those of European nations, is a reorganization of the existing methods of collection. The plan for reorganization which I here submit is not radical, or even new, since it is one already in force in another field of statistical work.
From 1850 to 1890, inclusive, much the same situation existed as regards mortality statistics. At each census statistics of those who had died during the year preceding were collected by the enumerators at the time of the regular enumeration. The notorious inaccuracy of these statistics brought about a change of method in 1900.
The power to collect mortality statistics rests with the individual states and cities. Many of these had, from time to time, passed statutes on this subject. Without reference to any uniform plan, there was necessarily a wide difference in their requirements. Some few of the states and cities had succeeded in obtaining adequate results, but most of these attempts were from the beginning doomed to failure because of a disregard for the statistical principles involved.' All this the census office knew, and it elaborated a plan, the main feature of which I shall here try to describe. Briefly stated, it was to join forces with the states to secure mortality statistics of such a nature that they would both satisfy the requirements of the state boards and organizations, and at the same time give to the census office the requisite data for the compilation of mortality statistics comparable with those of other nations. Needless to say, a great deal of preliminary work and study was necessary before the plan could be put into operation. Congress passed a resolution asking for the co-operation of the states in the work, and the census office, after trying to determine the reasons for failure on the part of the states and cities, worked out the details of a system which it hoped would meet with success. This included, among other things, a standard form for reporting details and the adoption of the international classification of the 'See p. ix, column i, of the Special Report of the Census on Mortality for i9oo-o4.
causes of death. It issued pamphlets 'showing exactly what must be done to procure mortality statistics of value. It also sought to secure the co-operation of all societies and organizations which it thought might be interested in the work. The state legislatures were called upon to act, and the registration area, a district comprising those states and cities which "possess records affording satisfactory data in necessary detail," has, during the period from 1900 to 1908, grown from ten to seventeen states. It is the hope and expectation of the census office that this registration area will -be gradually extended through the admission from year to year of other states, which shall have in the meantime attained the required standard of excellence in the collection of mortality statistics, either through the passing of new and better laws or the enforcement of existing ones. From this brief sketch of the method of collecting mortality statistics in this country, the close analogy between the organization of mortality statistics as it existed in 1900 and the present organization of criminal statistics is, I believe, clearly apparent The power to collect criminal statistics, as well as mortality statistics, resides in the individual states. Many of these states are now attempting to collect criminal statistics, and their efforts are attended with the same results as those which followed their endeavors to obtain mortality statistics. A few are meeting with success, but in many cases failure has been the sole result of many years of wearisome effort. I fail to see where the present plan of the census office-offers any permanent solution of the question. It may secure judicial criminal statistics from a few states, perhaps, but the expense must necessarily be very large-too large to render the extension of this scheme advisable. Furthermore, it means in many states a duplication of the work and a consequent economic loss of time and money. Neither does it aid in the solution of the difficulties which confront the state boards. Their reports will be based on worthless statistics,, and no uniformity.n the matter of presentation of facts will exist among the several states.
I believe that the plan which has' been so successful in reorganizing the mortality statistics of the country would work equally well in the case-of criminal statistics. I have, tried to show that the conditions were virtually the same, and surely the success of the plan in the one instance argues strongly for its adoption in the other. I shall not attempt here to work out the details of the
